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Three historical major brands of the Italian weighing industry: Quadrelli, founded in 1919; Laveggio, in 1842
and Buroni Opessi, in 1773, have been merged in 2005 to form Cogo Bilance Srl.
The desire to join together under a common brand all the most prestigious companies of the Italian weighing
industry, has led Cogo Bilance to acquire Fulgor in 2008.
From 2009 the Iemmegi company, leader in the end of line automation and checkweighers, is also part of
Cogo Bilance.
The result of this grouping makes our experience in the weighing an history more than three hundred years
old.
Innovation and customer satisfaction represent our tradition since the beginning and have always been one
of our main priorities, therefore we can state that Cogo Bilance is a “custom oriented” company.
Cogo Bilance plans and produces both the mechanical and the hardware/software electronic parts, we have
not only a wide range of standard products but also the ability to realize customized solutions or specific
programs in order to meet almost every customer requirement.
As standard products we mention steel and concrete weighbridges, railway weighbridges, big and small size
floor scales, platforms, bench scales, price computing and counting scales, crane scales, hand pallet truck
scales, mobile weighing systems, load cells and A/D signal conditioners.
Exclusive Cogo Bilance products such as patented carbon-reinforced composite platforms, solar panel
powered weighing systems, PC based weighing systems and a wide range of multi-function weight indicators
& transmitters are also worthy to be mentioned.
Most part of the equipments in our product range can have the ‘legal for trade’ mark.
Training courses are constantly organized in order to always stay in the market at the highest level of quality.
We have approximately 30 authorized service points in Italy and abroad, they are able not only carry out pre
and post-sales activities, but also to make maintenance services and calibration any weighing equipment to
the aims of the quality certification.
Thanks to our ISO 9001:2000 Quality System we have been authorized to calibrate, test and certify the
weighing equipments on our own.
Moreover our Metrological Laboratory has obtained the authorization to perform the periodic metrological
verifications.
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